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The Cold Moon 2006
in the aftermath of two brutal new york city murders quadriplegic detective lincoln rhyme and his team work doggedly to
prevent additional killings by a time obsessed serial murderer

The Cold Moon 2008-09-18
from the sunday times bestselling author of the goodbye man discover jeffery deaver s gripping series that is now a major
nbc tv series the seventh novel in the bestselling lincoln rhyme series sees rhyme attempt to catch his cleverest opponent
yet how long does it take to die tick his victims would say forever tock at each meticulously planned scene the killer leaves
his victims to die slowly a clock counting down their last minutes on earth he calls himself the watchmaker and it s only a
matter of time before he strikes again but he didn t count on lincoln rhyme physically he may face unimaginable challenges
but mentally he has no limits with amelia sachs as his eyes and ears and heart rhyme is on the watchmaker s trail within
seconds however he s not the only one gifted with a calculating intelligence and this time his wits must be sharper than
ever if he s to catch a killer cold as the moon time is ticking for lincoln rhyme probably the best book he s written enough
of deaver s trademark twists to satisfy his most diehard fans a great read observer the plot is like opening up a russian doll
and it s typical of deaver s polished clever entertainment sunday telegraph

The Empty Chair 2024-01-09
reowned criminalist lincoln rhyme is pitted against amelia sachs his own brilliant protegee as they disagree on the analysis
of a crime they began working together

The Stone Monkey 2019-10-08
soon to be a major television event from nbc starring russell hornsby arielle kebbel and michael imperioli the follow up to
jeffery deaver s massive bestseller the bone collector also a feature film starring angelina jolie and denzel washington the
stone monkey is a simply outstanding san jose mercury news addition to the lincoln rhyme series recruited to help the fbi
and the immigration and naturalization service lincoln rhyme and amelia sachs manage to track down a cargo ship headed
for new york city carrying two dozen illegal chinese immigrants as well as the notorious human smuggler and killer known
as the ghost but when the ghost s capture goes disastrously wrong lincoln and amelia find themselves in a race to track
him down before he can find and murder the two surviving families from the ship who have vanished into the labyrinth of
new york city s chinese community as rhyme struggles to locate the families aided by a quirky policeman from mainland
china sachs finds herself forming a connection with one of the immigrants that may affect her relationship with her partner
and lover

The Coffin Dancer 2019-10-01
soon to be a major television event from nbc starring russell hornsby arielle kebbel and michael imperioli lincoln rhyme is
more relentless than ever people and jeffery deaver delivers supercharged tension usa today in this new york times
bestselling suspense masterwork nypd criminalist lincoln rhyme joins his beautiful protégée amelia sachs in the hunt for
the coffin dancer an ingenious killer who changes his appearance even faster than he adds to his trail of victims they have
only one clue the madman has a tattoo of the grim reaper waltzing with a woman in front of a coffin rhyme must rely on his
wits and intuition to track the elusive murderer through new york city knowing they have only forty eight hours before the
coffin dancer strikes again this is a heart stopping booklist thriller from 1 international bestselling author jeffery deaver s
simply outstanding san jose mercury news lincoln rhyme series

The Skin Collector 2014-05-13
in his classic thriller the bone collector jeffery deaver introduced readers to lincoln rhyme the nation s most renowned
investigator and forensic detective now a new killer is on the loose a criminal inspired by the bone collector and rhyme
must untangle the twisted web of clues before the killer targets more victims or rhyme himself the killer s methods are
terrifying he stalks the basements and underground passageways of new york city he tattoos his victims flesh with cryptic
messages using a tattoo gun loaded with poison resulting in an agonizing painful death when a connection is made to the
bone collector the serial killer who terrorized new york more than a decade ago lincoln rhyme and amelia sachs are
immediately drawn into the case rhyme sachs and the nypd must race against time to answer the many questions the
investigation uncovers whom will the killer attack next what is the message behind the victims tattoos does the killer s own
inking a fanged centipede sporting a woman s face hold any significance and what is his ultimate mission as time runs out
rhyme discovers that the past has returned to haunt him in the most troubling way imaginable
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The Kill Room 2013-06-04
it was a million dollar bullet a sniper shot delivered from over a mile away its victim was no ordinary mark he was a united
states citizen targeted by the united states government and assassinated in the bahamas the nation s most renowned
investigator and forensics expert lincoln rhyme is drafted to investigate while his partner amelia sachs traces the victim s
steps in manhattan rhyme leaves the city to pursue the sniper himself as details of the case start to emerge the pair
discovers that not all is what it seems when a deadly knife wielding assassin begins systematically eliminating all evidence
including the witnesses lincoln s investigation turns into a chilling battle of wits against a cold blooded killer

The Vanished Man 2019-10-08
soon to be a major television event from nbc starring russell hornsby arielle kebbel and michael imperioli from new york
times bestselling author jeffery deaver lincoln rhyme and amelia sachs must track a brilliant illusionist and escape artist
whose masterful magician s tricks are matched only by his ruthless murders forensics expert lincoln rhyme is called in to
work the high profile investigation of a killer who seemingly disappeared into thin air just as the nypd closed in as the
homicidal illusionist baits him with grisly murders that grow more diabolical with each victim rhyme and his protégée
amelia sachs must go behind the smoke and mirrors to prevent a horrific act of vengeance that could become the greatest
vanishing act of all

The Broken Window 2008-06-10
soon to be a major television event from nbc starring russell hornsby arielle kebbel and michael imperioli lincoln rhyme
faces an orwellian nightmare the new york times as a twisted techno genius destroys lives with impunity by stealing
personal information from behind the impenetrable walls of cyberspace rhyme s cousin arthur has been arrested on
murder charges and the evidence against the estranged relative lincoln hasn t seen in years is perfect too perfect lincoln
and his partner amelia sachs piece together a deadly pattern of similarly vicious frame ups that leads them to the imposing
strategic systems datacorp and a master of identity theft and manipulation known only as 522 but cracking this ingenious
killer s realm places rhyme and sachs exactly where 522 wants them in line to be the next victims

The Twelfth Card 2019-10-15
soon to be a major television event from nbc starring russell hornsby arielle kebbel and michael imperioli deaver s
labyrinthine plots are astonishing the new york times book review in this bestselling thriller featuring a hitman who is out
to kill a young girl in harlem and in order to save her lincoln rhyme has to solve a cold case that s over 150 years old
unlocking a cold case with explosive implications for the future of civil rights forensics expert lincoln rhyme and his
protégé amelia sachs must outguess a killer who has targeted a high school girl from harlem who is digging into the past of
one of her ancestors a former slave what buried secrets from 140 years ago could have an assassin out for innocent blood
and what chilling message is hidden in his calling card the hanged man of the tarot deck rhyme must anticipate the next
strike or become history in the new york times bestseller that proves there is no thriller writer today like jeffery deaver san
jose mercury news

The Burning Wire 2019-10-22
soon to be a major television event from nbc starring russell hornsby arielle kebbel and michael imperioli from new york
times bestselling author jeffery deaver lincoln rhyme is back and on the trail of a killer whose weapon of choice cripples
new york city with fear the weapon is invisible and omnipresent without it modern society grinds to a halt it is electricity
the killer harnesses and steers huge arc flashes with voltage so high and heat so searing that steel melts and his victims
are set afire when the first explosion occurs in broad daylight reducing a city bus to a pile of molten metal officials fear
terrorism rhyme a world class forensic criminologist known for his successful apprehension of the most devious criminals
is immediately tapped for the investigation long a quadriplegic he assembles nypd detective amelia sachs and officer ron
pulaski as his eyes ears and legs on crime sites and fbi agent fred dellray as his undercover man on the street as the
attacks continue across the city at a sickening pace and terrifying demand letters begin appearing the team works
desperately against time and with maddeningly little forensic evidence to try to find the killer or is it killers meanwhile
rhyme is consulting on another high profile investigation in mexico with a most coveted quarry in his crosshairs the hired
killer known as the watchmaker one of the few criminals to have eluded rhyme s net juggling two massive investigations
against a cruel ticking clock takes a toll on rhyme s health soon rhyme is fighting on yet another front and his
determination to work despite his physical limitations threatens to drive away his closest allies when he needs them most
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The Bone Collector 2009-05-28
from the sunday times bestselling author of the goodbye man discover jeffery deaver s chilling thriller that inspired the
film starring angelina jolie and denzel washington and is now a major nbc tv series their first case their worst killer new
york city has been thrown into chaos by the assaults of the bone collector a serial kidnapper and killer who gives the police
a chance to save his victims from death by leaving obscure clues baffled the cops turn to the one man with a chance of
solving them lincoln rhyme left paralysed by a debilitating accident ex nypd cop rhyme has to dig deep into the only world
he has left his astonishing mind to have any hope of solving the case with the help of a young police officer amelia sachs he
starts to close in on the killer but as he edges closer to the truth the bone collector is closing in on lincoln rhyme himself
this is a novel that will chill your blood on the warmest day of any summer holiday keep looking over your shoulder
independent on sunday

The Burial Hour 2017-04-11
forensic detective lincoln rhyme is back with his most harrowing case yet in this newest installment of jeffrey deaver s new
york times bestselling series a businessman snatched from an upper east side street in broad daylight a miniature
hangman s noose left at the scene a nine year old girl the only witness to the crime with a crime scene this puzzling
forensic expertise of the highest order is absolutely essential lincoln rhyme and amelia sachs are called in to investigate
soon the case takes a stranger turn a recording surfaces of the victim being slowly hanged his desperate gasps the
backdrop to an eerie piece of music the video is marked as the work of the composer despite their best efforts the suspect
gets away so when a similar kidnapping occurs on a dusty road outside naples italy rhyme and sachs don t hesitate to
rejoin the hunt but the search is now a complex case of international cooperation and not all those involved may be who
they seem sachs and rhyme find themselves playing a dangerous game with lives all across the globe hanging in the
balance

The Midnight Lock 2021-11-30
the master of ticking bomb suspense people jeffery deaver delivers the latest thriller featuring his beloved protagonists
lincoln rhyme and amelia sachs as they search for a criminal whose fascination with breaking locks terrorizes new york city
a woman awakes in the morning to find that someone has picked her apartment s supposedly impregnable door lock and
rearranged personal items even sitting beside her while she slept the intrusion the police learn is a message to the entire
city of carnage to come lincoln rhyme and amelia sachs are brought in to investigate and soon learn that the sociopathic
intruder who calls himself the locksmith can break through any lock or security system ever devised with more victims on
the horizon rhyme sachs and their stable of associates must follow the evidence to the man s lair and discover his true
mission their hunt is interrupted when an internal investigation in the police force uncovers what seems to be a crucial
mistake in one of rhyme s previous cases he s fired as a consultant for the nypd and must risk jail if he investigates the
locksmith case in secret the midnight lock is a roller coaster read that takes place over just a few days time features
surprise after surprise and offers a fascinating look at the esoteric world of lockpicking

The Broken Window 2008-09-04
from the bestselling sunday times author of the goodbye man discover jeffery deaver s chilling series that inspired the film
starring angelina jolie and denzel washington and is now a major nbc tv series companies know everything about you so
does he he knows you better than you even know yourself and he is using his knowledge to plan your death but you are not
his only victim he is also watching your killer he is about to get away with the perfect murder rhyme s cousin has been
arrested for murder and while the evidence clearly shows he did it rhyme agrees to check things out all too soon the entire
case is turned on its head when it turns out that his cousin along with others is being cleverly framed by a killer who knows
far too much about his victims another corker precision engineered to keep the reader turning the pages without a hitch
evening standard

Hell's Kitchen 2016-12-27
in hell s kitchen new york city to work on a low budget documentary on the area s colorful history ex stuntman turned
location scout john pellam finds himself investigating a series of suspicious fires that may be linked to efforts to hide the
past

Lincoln Rhyme 2022-04-26
the new york times bestselling author reflects on the life and career of his character nypd forensic scientist lincoln rhyme
in this short story the line between the disabled and the non disabled is shrinking computers video cameras high definition
monitors biometric devices and voice recognition software have moved my life closer to that of somebody who s fully able
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bodied while the same technology is creating a more sedentary house bound life for those who have no disability
whatsoever from what i ve read i lead a more active life than a lot of people nowadays winner of multiple awards including
the edgar grand master jeffery deaver presents a tale and a brief biography of the quadriplegic crime scene expert who
provides his services to the new york police department as well as federal and international law enforcement from his well
equipped home lab on central park west the master of ticking bomb suspense people rhyme is a great character san
francisco chronicle the lincoln rhyme series is simply outstanding san jose mercury news rhyme is among the most brilliant
and vulnerable of crime fiction s heroes new york post

The Deliveryman 2016-02-25
eduardo rinaldo was a deliveryman though some of his cargo was less than legit when he s found murdered lincoln rhyme
and amelia sachs take the case but soon their focus moves from catching a killer to hunting down the last delivery he made
somewhere in new york city some very dangerous goods are missing and rhyme and sachs are not the only people on the
trail a slice of devious deaver brilliance the deliveryman also includes a sneak peek of the forthcoming twelfth lincoln
rhyme novel the steel kiss

The Cutting Edge 2018-05-17
from the sunday times bestselling author of the goodbye man discover jeffery deaver s chilling series featuring much loved
protagonists lincoln rhyme and amelia sachs someone is killing couples just as they start their lives together newlyweds
lincoln rhyme and amelia sachs are on the hunt the first victims william and anna were collecting her engagement ring 1 5
carat almost flawless but the promisor had other ideas for their future their murder and that of the diamond cutter they
were visiting is only the first of a series of macabre attacks the killer is hunting down any witnesses who might lead to his
capture he has promised one thing to destroy but rhyme and sachs will do whatever it takes to break his vow the best
psychological thriller writer around the times

The Lincoln Rhyme Collection 5-8 2016-01-28
four electrifying suspense novels featuring brilliant criminalist and quadriplegic lincoln rhyme the vanished man the
twelfth card the cold moon and the broken window

The Lincoln Rhyme Collection 1-4 2013-04-18
four electrifying suspense novels featuring brilliant criminalist and quadriplegic lincoln rhyme the bone collector the coffin
dancer the empty chair and the stone monkey

The Final Twist 2021-05-11
the inspiration for the upcoming cbs original series tracker the master of ticking bomb suspense people returns with a
devilishly good thriller and reward seeker colter shaw s most personal case to date just hours after the harrowing events of
the never game and the goodbye man colter shaw finds himself in san francisco where he has taken on the mission his
father began years ago finding a missing courier bag containing evidence that will bring down a corporate espionage firm
responsible for hundreds perhaps thousands of deaths following the enigmatic clues his father left behind shaw plays cat
and mouse with the company s sadistic enforcers as he speeds from one gritty neighborhood in the city by the bay to
another suddenly the job takes on a frightening urgency only by finding the courier bag can he expose the company and
stop the murder of an entire family slated to die in forty eight hours with the help of an unexpected figure from his past
and with the enforcers closing the net shaw narrows in on the truth and learns that the courier bag contains something
unexpected a secret that could only be described as catastrophic filled with dozens of twists and reversals the final twist is
a nonstop race against time to save the family and to keep the devastating secret shaw has uncovered from falling into the
wrong hands cbs cbs eye design and related logos are trademarks of cbs broadcasting inc used under license tracker is a
trademark of twentieth century fox film corporation used under license

Yi Er San 2015-08-01
yı Ér sãn takes children on an exciting journey in mandarin chinese there are more than 25 traditional chinese songs and
nursery rhymes to learn and love with key words labelled and illustrated on every page the guide at the back of the book
includes information about how the rhymes are used and translates useful phrases with a cd that introduces the sounds
and rhythms of the language children will enjoy learning and speaking chinese
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Twisted 2004-11
not for the faint of heart twisted presents 17 beautifully crafted thrillers in one spine tingling volume includes an all new
lincoln rhyme novel

Noir Fiction and Film 2022-02-17
the argument of noir fiction and film is curiously counterintuitive that in a century of hard boiled fiction and detective films
characteristics that at first seemed trivial swelled in importance flourishing into crucial aspects of the genre among these
are aimless descriptions of people and places irrelevant to plot along with detectives consisting of little more than
sparkling dialogue and flippant attitudes what weaves together such features however seems to be a paradox that a genre
rooted in solving a mystery structured around the gathering of clues must do so by misdirecting our attention even
withholding information we think we need to generate the suspense we also desire yet successful noir stories and films
enhance that suspense through passing diversions descriptive details and eccentric perspectives rather than depending on
the center pieces of plot alone suspected motives or incriminating traces as the greatest practitioners of the genre have
realized the how of detective fiction its stylistic detours draws us in more insistently than the what or the who its linear
advance and the achievement of recent film noir is to make that how become the tantalizing object of our entire attention
shorn of any pretense of reading for the plot immersing us in the diversionary delight that has animated the genre from the
beginning

Angels and Ages 2010-04-01
adam gopnik has taken a coincidence and turned it into a theory of everything or at least of everything important
outstanding andrew marr on february 12th 1809 two men were born an ocean apart abraham lincoln in a one room
kentucky log cabin charles darwin on an english country estate each would see his life s work transform mankind s
understanding of itself in this bicentennial twin portrait adam gopnik shows how these two giants who never met changed
the way we think about the very nature of existence and that their great achievements proceeded from the same source
argument from reason the revolutions they effected shaped the world we live in while the intellectual heritage and method
that informed their parallel lives has profound implications for our present age filled with little known stories and
unfamiliar characters angels and ages reveals these men in a new shared light and provides a fascinating insight into the
origins of our modern vision and liberal values

Nursery Rhyme Comics 2011-10-11
first second is very proud to present nursery rhyme comics featuring fifty classic nursery rhymes illustrated and
interpreted in comics form by fifty of today s preeminent cartoonists and illustrators this is a groundbreaking new entry in
the canon of nursery rhymes treasuries from new yorker cartoonist roz chast s there was a crooked man to bad kitty author
nick bruel s three little kittens to first second s own gene yang s pat a cake this is a collection that will put a grin on your
face from page one and keep it there each rhyme is one to three pages long and simply paneled and lettered to ensure that
the experience is completely accessible for the youngest of readers chock full of engaging full color artwork and favorite
characters jack and jill old mother hubbard the owl and the pussycat this collection will be treasured by children for years
to come

Praying for Sleep 2008-11-13
deaver dangerously good michael hrubek a young schizophrenic has escaped from a hospital for the criminally insane and
he s making his way towards lis atcheson the teacher who testified at his trial four people are racing to intercept him
before he finds her his psychiatrist the hospital director a professional tracker and lis s husband who plans to stop hrubek
before the madman reaches his wife but michael s mind with its delusions of murder and betrayal is crystal clear about one
thing he knows lis better than she knows herself and he carries with him a monstrous secret that will tear apart many lives
in the course of one horrifying night seldom have more twists and turns or more harrowing suspense been packed into a
single day or between the covers of a single book superior james patterson

Little Big Nate 2019-09-03
when little big nate gets a new pack of crayons his illustrations really come to life in this delightful board book little big
nate s imagination and love of drawing will inspire even the youngest readers to express themselves through artwork
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The Goodbye Man 2020-05-12
the inspiration for the upcoming cbs original series tracker in this twisty thriller from the new york times bestselling
master of suspense reward seeker colter shaw infiltrates a sinister cult after learning that the only way to get somebody
out is to go in in the wilderness of washington state expert tracker colter shaw has located two young men accused of a
terrible hate crime but when his pursuit takes a shocking and tragic turn shaw becomes desperate to discover what went
so horribly wrong and if he is to blame shaw s search for answers leads him to a shadowy organization that bills itself as a
grief support group but is it truly it a community that consoles the bereaved or a dangerous cult with a growing body count
undercover shaw joins the mysterious group risking everything despite the fact that no reward is on offer he soon finds
that some people will stop at nothing to keep their secrets hidden and to make sure that he or those close to him say
goodbye forever cbs cbs eye design and related logos are trademarks of cbs broadcasting inc used under license tracker is
a trademark of twentieth century fox film corporation used under license

The Cold Moon 2009-06-16
in the aftermath of two brutal new york city murders quadriplegic detective lincoln rhyme and his team work doggedly to
prevent additional killings by a time obsessed serial murderer

Library of Congress Subject Headings 2013
soon to be a major television event from nbc starring russell hornsby arielle kebbel and michael imperioli lincoln rhyme
faces an orwellian nightmare the new york times as a twisted techno genius destroys lives with impunity by stealing
personal information from behind the impenetrable walls of cyberspace rhyme s cousin arthur has been arrested on
murder charges and the evidence against the estranged relative lincoln hasn t seen in years is perfect too perfect lincoln
and his partner amelia sachs piece together a deadly pattern of similarly vicious frame ups that leads them to the imposing
strategic systems datacorp and a master of identity theft and manipulation known only as 522 but cracking this ingenious
killer s realm places rhyme and sachs exactly where 522 wants them in line to be the next victims

The Broken Window 2019-10-22
the b on your thumb is a book of rhymes and delightful ditties to boost early reading each rhyme teaches a particular
sound spelling or rule and will delight young children with the silliness of the english language

Bowker's Guide to Characters in Fiction 2007 2008-02
a new colter shaw story from the bestselling and award winning master of suspense colter shaw makes his living traveling
the country and locating missing persons sometimes collecting reward money sometimes not many of his cases are those
that the police are unable or unwilling to solve but the job that brings him to a small town in ohio has already been solved a
teenage boy has been arrested and convicted for murder but his parents are convinced that he didn t commit the crime and
offer a reward to anyone who can prove it colter s investigation into the murder the shooting of a local drug dealer brings
him deep into a small town conspiracy with plenty of members who will go to any lengths to keep shaw from learning the
truth

The B on Your Thumb 2020-09
from jeffery deaver the new york times bestselling author of the upcoming lincoln rhyme novel the kill room comes an
original short story featuring rhyme when a young woman is found brutally murdered in a parking garage with a veritable
mountain of potential evidence to sift through it may be the most challenging case former nypd detective lincoln rhyme has
ever taken on

Forgotten 2021-03-09
deaver dangerously good a spring night in a small town in wisconsin a call to police emergency from a distant lake house is
cut short is it a phone glitch or something more sinister off duty deputy brynn mckenzie leaves her family s dinner table to
find out and stumbles onto the scene of a heinous murder before she can call for backup she finds herself the next
potential victim deprived of her phone weapon and car brynn flees along with the only survivor of the crime these unlikely
allies can survive only by escaping into the dense deserted woods on a desperate trek to safety and ultimately to a life or
death choice flight or fight confirms his status as one of the finest crime writers in the world grabs the reader by the throat
from the beginning superb independent on sunday
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A TEXTBOOK CASE 2013-04-02
from the bone collector to the brand new james bond masterwork there is no thriller writer today like jeffery deaver san
jose mercury news john pellam had a promising career as a hollywood stuntman until a tragedy sidetracked him now he s a
divorced hard living location scout who travels the country in search of shooting sites and pulling his camper into any small
town brings out the locals seeking their fifteen minutes of fame but behind an idyllic locale in upstate new york is a hotbed
of violence lust and conspiracy and pellam is thrust into the heart of an unfolding drama and the search for a killer when a
brutal murder has him hunting down justice on behalf of a dear friend

The Bodies Left Behind 2009-10-29
a trio of novels from internationally bestselling suspense master and seven time edgar award nominee jeffery deaver
featuring quadriplegic nypd detective lincoln rhyme and his beautiful protégée detective amelia sachs portrayed by denzel
washington and angelina jolie in the film the bone collector the coffin dancer lincoln rhyme is on the hunt for an elusive
murderer known only as the coffin dancer a brilliant hitman who changes his appearance even faster than he adds to his
trail of victims only one victim has ever lived long enough to offer a clue to the killer s identity an eerie tattoo on his arm of
the grim reaper waltzing with a woman in front of a casket when the chameleonlike assassin targets three federal
witnesses for death in forty eight hours rhyme must use his protégée and partner detective amelia sachs as his eyes ears
and legs to track the cunning murderer through the subways parks and airports of new york city and stop him before he
strikes again the empty chair desperate to improve his condition lincoln rhyme travels to the university of north carolina
medical center for high risk experimental surgery when a local teen is murdered and two young women go missing in the
sleepy southern outpost of tanner s corner rhyme and his partner amelia sachs are the town s best chance to find the girls
alive the prime suspect is a strange teenaged truant known as the insect boy so nicknamed for his disturbing obsession
with bugs and rhyme agrees to find the boy while awaiting his operation but even rhyme can t anticipate that sachs will
disagree with his crime analysis and that her vehemence will put her in the swampland harboring the very suspect whom
rhyme considers a ruthless killer the stone monkey recruited to help the fbi and the immigration and naturalization service
lincoln rhyme and amelia sachs manage to track down a cargo ship headed for new york city carrying two dozen illegal
chinese immigrants as well as the notorious human smuggler and killer known as the ghost but when the ghost s capture
goes disastrously wrong lincoln and amelia find themselves in a race to track him down before he can find and murder the
two surviving families from the ship who have vanished into the labyrinth of new york city s chinese community as rhyme
struggles to locate the families aided by a quirky policeman from mainland china sachs finds herself forming a connection
with one of the immigrants that may affect her relationship with her partner and lover

Shallow Graves 2001-02-01

A Lincoln Rhyme eBook Boxed Set 2010-12-07
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